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Coupling of strain, stress, and oxygen
non-stoichiometry in thin film Pr0.1Ce0.9O2−δ

J. Sheth,*a D. Chen,b J. J. Kim,b W. J. Bowman,c P. A. Crozier,c H. L. Tuller,b,d

S. T. Misture,e S. Zdzieszynski,e B. W. Sheldona and S. R. Bishop*b,d

Stress and strain in thin films of Pr0.1Ce0.9O2−δ, supported on yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and sapphire

substrates, induced by large deviations from oxygen stoichiometry (δ = 0) were investigated by in situ high

temperature X-ray diffraction and wafer curvature studies. The measured stresses and strains were corre-

lated with change in δ, measured in situ using optical transmission spectroscopy of defect centers in the

films and compared with prior chemical capacitance studies. The coefficient of chemical expansion and

elastic modulus values for the films were found to be 18% less than, and 16% greater than in the bulk,

respectively. Irreproducible stress and strain during cycling on YSZ substrates was observed and related to

microstructural changes as observed by TEM. The enthalpy of defect formation was found to be similar

for films supported on sapphire and YSZ, and appeared to decrease with tensile stress, and increase with

compressive stress. Larger stresses observed for YSZ supported films as compared to sapphire supported

films were found and accounted for by the difference in film orientations.

Introduction

The growth and optimization of thin films have long been
essential hallmarks of the microelectronics revolution, with
film properties ranging from insulating/dielectric and semi-
conducting to metallic. In recent decades, the functionality
and complexity of electronic devices have continued to grow at
a rapid pace and have extended into the realms of micro-
electromechanical (MEMS) devices, micro-batteries, micro-fuel
cells, chemical and biological sensors, etc., thereby requiring
the addition of thin film materials with new and distinctive
properties, sometimes operating at temperatures considerably
above ambient. This, in particular, has resulted in the
inclusion of metal oxides with varied properties including
ferroelectric,1 piezoelectric,2 high K dielectric,3 electro-optic,4

semiconducting,5 metallic6 and ionic conducting properties.7

Metal oxides, particularly those with transition metal or rare
earth ions that can exist in multiple oxidation states, exhibit
considerable ranges of cation or oxygen nonstoichiometry

δ (e.g. SrTi1−xFexO3−δ
8–10 or Cu1−δO

11) that can have a major
impact on their electrical, optical and magnetic
properties.8,12–14 Much less appreciated are the corresponding
changes in lattice parameter that accompany these excursions
in δ, typically leading to dilation upon reduction and shrink-
age upon oxidation.15 Such, so called chemical expansion in
materials is quantified by a chemical coefficient of expansion
(αc) which relates the chemically induced strain (εc) with the
non-stoichiometry change (Δδ) by eqn (1).

εc ¼ αcΔδ ð1Þ

This definition utilizes similar terminology as the much
better known thermal coefficient of expansion, relating the
strain induced in a material to the change in temperature.
Isothermal stoichiometry changes are routine in the operation
of electrochemical devices such as thin film batteries, fuel
cells, and chemical sensors, and can be expected to exhibit
constrained expansion due to substrate clamping, with poten-
tial for cracking and delamination.16,17 Strain induced in films
does not necessarily lead to degradation of properties, but can
be used to tune and optimize certain properties, such as elec-
tron mobility in strained films or superlattices.18 As a conse-
quence, it is essential to understand the sources and extent of
expansion to be expected in a given material under defined
operating conditions. To complicate the matter, transitioning
from micro- to nano-scale morphology can not only lead to
dramatic changes in film electrical and optical properties, but
also mechanical properties, such as film stress and strain.
This can come about, for example, from space charge effects
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associated with the creation of a significantly greater fraction
of interfaces/grain boundaries, with associated accumulation
or depletion of charged defects.19,20 In metal oxide thin films,
in contrast to the more traditional covalent semiconductors
such as Si or GaAs, such space charge regions will exhibit the
accumulation or depletion of ionic defects, such as vacancies
or interstitials, in addition to electronic carriers, thus leading
to potential spatial variations in strain across the film.20 To
date, chemical expansion effects and their impact on film
strain have received only very limited attention, due to the
dual difficulties associated with characterizing nonstoichio-
metry in thin films and monitoring changes in the film,
in situ, under typical operating conditions.

Our research group has made recent important strides in
developing and applying electrochemical and optical means for
detecting changes in stoichiometry in oxide thin films, with a
particular focus on the model fluorite-structured non-stoichio-
metric solid solution oxide (Pr,Ce)O2−δ (PCO)21,22 that readily
forms vacancies under relatively oxidizing conditions (e.g., air)
upon heating, due to the ease of reduction of the Pr ion.23–25

Furthermore, we have developed defect models for these
PCO films, the energetics parameters of which differ from
bulk defect equilibria, that enable us to correlate measured
chemical expansion, upon the generation of Pr3+ ions and
oxygen vacancies, during reduction.22 Specifically, the oxygen
vacancy defect formation reaction for (Pr,Ce)O2−δ is described
in terms of Kröger-Vink notation as in eqn (2):

2Pr�Ce þ O�
O $ 2Pr′Ce þ V••

O þ 1=2O2ðgÞ ð2Þ

in which lattice oxygen (O�
O) leaves the material to form doubly

positively charged oxygen vacancies ðV••
OÞ and reduced Pr ions

sitting substitutionally on Ce sites (Pr′Ce). The concentrations
of the species in eqn (2) can be related to the enthalpy of reac-
tion (Hr), temperature (T ), Boltzmann constant (k), and a pre-
exponential factor (Ko) accounting for vibrational entropy, by
eqn (3), where concentration is indicated by brackets.

Pr ′Ce½ �2 V••
O

� �
pO1=2

2

Pr�Ce
� �2 O�

O

� � ¼ K0 exp �Hr

kT

� �
ð3Þ

It is apparent from this equation that oxygen vacancy concen-
trations will depend on both temperature and the oxygen
partial pressure of the environment.

The oxygen non-stoichiometry described with eqn (1)–(3) is
typically evaluated in bulk materials. For example, values for
the enthalpy of reaction, Hr, and the pre-exponential factor Ko

can be found for the bulk in ref. 23 and 24. In the new work
reported here, we are primarily interested in evaluating how
this non-stoichiometry leads to strain and stress in thin films
(e.g., per eqn (1), etc.). Full consideration of thin film materials
includes a wide range of microstructural complexity, with
monocrystalline, polycrystalline, and amorphous structures
along with a variety of possible substrate effects. Our work
initially focused on polycrystalline films on sapphire where
there is no clear crystallographic relationship with the sub-
strate. This removes issues associated with epitaxy, such that

the primary impact of the substrate is to constrain volume
changes, which leads to in-plane stress in the film.
Polycrystalline films grown on YSZ were also investigated, where
local epitaxy between the film and substrate leads to important
differences in the structure and stress–strain responses. In situ
wafer curvature and high temperature X-ray diffraction measure-
ments are employed to measure stresses and strains in
(Pr0.1Ce0.9)O2−δ thin films during oxidation–reduction cycling
and over the pO2 range of 10−1–10−5 atm at 750 °C. In situ
optical transmission measurements were also performed to
explore thin film oxygen content of PCO films on insulating sap-
phire substrates (used for wafer curvature) as compared to pre-
vious chemical capacitance measurements of non-stoichiometry
on ionically conducting yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) sub-
strates.22,26 Finally transmission electron microscopy studies
were used to identify the structural relationships between the
substrate and thin films. Combining these different measure-
ments made it possible to relate the structure of these films to
their mechanical response during redox cycling.

Experimental
Film growth and thickness measurement

Films were deposited using pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
Films for optical transmission measurements and HTXRD
were deposited on 1 × 1 square cm (0001) oriented sapphire
(Al2O3) substrates. A film for wafer curvature was deposited on
a 2.5 cm diameter sapphire substrate. A film for optical trans-
mission measurements was also deposited on a 1 × 1 square
cm (001) oriented yttria–stabilized–zirconia (YSZ) substrate.
Film growth has been described previously, a short description
will be given here.27 A target of Pr0.1Ce0.9O2−δ was prepared by
sintering pressed powders prepared by wet chemical reaction,
followed by calcination. Deposition was carried out using a
248 nm KrF excimer laser (400 mJ per pulse at 8 Hz) in oxygen
with 10 mTorr total pressure and an 854 °C substrate heater
temperature (approx. 725 °C sample temperature). Following
deposition and prior to cooling, the oxygen pressure in the
chamber was increased to approximately 6–7 Torr to facilitate
more complete oxidation of the films.

High temperature X-ray diffraction (HTXRD)

In situ diffraction was undertaken using a Bruker D8 Discover
instrument with an Anton Paar HTK1100 thin film furnace.
The diffractometer was equipped with a Lynxeye linear posi-
tion-sensitive detector to allow collection scattered X-rays over
an angular range of 2.5° 2θ, which enabled rapid measure-
ments of the reciprocal space maps (RSMs) and single scans to
measure the film lattice constants. The X-ray patterns were
analyzed using Leptos from Bruker-AXS. Extensive testing was
undertaken to evaluate sample position displacement during
heating and cooling, by measuring RSMs and single scans
through at least one substrate and film peak.

The X-ray furnace was modified to reduce the dead space
within the gas lines and the oxygen pressure was set using
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automated mass flow controllers mixing ultra-high purity N2

with pure oxygen. Furthermore, an automated gas flow-by
system was built to allow equilibration of the gas mixture in
the gas lines before entering the furnace sample chamber,
thus facilitating rapid changes in the oxygen partial pressure.
A zirconia oxygen sensor was mounted downstream of the
diffraction furnace, and the pO2 was measured and recorded
in intervals of two seconds. Measurements were all performed
by heating the sample under the lowest pO2, and increasing
the pO2 during the in situ experiment.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM analysis was performed on films grown on sapphire and
YSZ following in situ HTXRD. Specimens were prepared by
standard lift-out techniques28 using an FEI Nova NanoLab200
SEM equipped with Ga+ focused ion beam. Film cross-sections
were imaged using a JEOL 2010F TEM operating at 200 kV.
Image data were analyzed using Gatan Digital Micrograph.
High spatial resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy was
also performed using the same instrument operating in scan-
ning TEM mode. The STEM focused probe size was less than
0.5 nm.

Oxygen non-stoichiometry measured using optical transmission

In situ optical transmission measurements were performed on
PCO thin films deposited both on sapphire and YSZ substrates
to examine substrate dependence on defect concentration, if
any. Measurements were performed following the experi-
mental techniques outlined in our previous work, a short
description is given here.21 A beam of 532 nm light was trans-
mitted through the thin film and substrate, supported inside
an atmosphere controlled quartz tube in a furnace. The trans-
mitted intensity was measured using a photodetector and
changes in source intensity were monitored and corrected for
in the final data. The absorption coefficient for the thin film
was calculated following the Beer–Lambert law for absorbing
centers, in this case Pr4+,29 and related to oxygen content
through defect chemical relationships and supported by com-
plimentary electrochemical thin film characterization
techniques.21,22

In situ stress measurements

The apparatus used to measure the real-time compositional
stresses during redox cycling is described in detail in previous
publications.30,31 A brief description is provided here. A multi-
beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) provided in situ measure-
ments of the substrate curvature, κ. The average stress in the
film, 〈σ〉, was then obtained with a modified form of the
Stoney equation,30–32 as follows.

hσih ¼
ðh
0
σðzÞdz ffi Mshs2κ

6
1þ 4

Mh
Mshs

� �
ð4Þ

where, z is the dimension normal to the film surface, and h
and M are the thickness and biaxial modulus of the substrate
(subscript s) and the film (no subscript), respectively.

To study compositional stresses, the films were subjected to
cyclic annealing experiments in reducing and oxidizing atmos-
pheres. The gas atmospheres used in the current work were
obtained by a calibrated mixture of argon and oxygen. Pure
oxygen was chosen as the oxidizing media, with the furnace
chamber maintained at 100 Torr maximum pressure and con-
tinuously flowing gas. The switch from oxidizing to reducing
media, or vice versa, was done by shutting off the gas supply,
evacuating the furnace chamber to 0.03 Torr, and then opening
the valves for the next gas to fill the chamber to 10–100 Torr.
The time between switching from one media to another was
less than one minute and was performed while monitoring
changes in curvature. Each sample was subjected to at least one
cycle consisting of oxidation, reduction, then oxidation to
ensure reproducibility of compositional stresses. The magnitude
of these reversible compositional stresses is then given by the
difference in the steady state stress from a reference stress, the
latter defined as the stress measured at each temperature in the
most oxidizing conditions, as shown by eqn (5).

Δσ ¼ σ � σreference ð5Þ

Results
Film structure and morphology

For comparison with wafer curvature measurements, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) was performed on PCO films deposited on
the same substrate composition under the same conditions.
Films on both sapphire and YSZ 1 cm2 substrates exhibited
the cubic fluorite structure with a (001) texture (but also sig-
nificant evidence for (111) orientation in the case of deposition
on sapphire), as shown by Fig. 1a. Films on the larger sapphire
substrates exhibited largely (111) orientation. X-ray reciprocal
space mapping (RSM) provides information about the film
microstructures and film relaxation. Two films on YSZ were
interrogated via reciprocal space mapping (Fig. 1b and c)
using the (113), (224), and (115) reflections, and the extent of
film relaxation was 87 ± 2% (i.e. 87% of the difference in
lattice parameter between YSZ (∼5.139 Å) and PCO (∼5.411 Å)
is relieved). This indicates that the substrate does not clamp
the film to match its lattice constant, instead the film relaxes
to a large extent so that the lattice constant is closer to bulk
PCO. The presence of a large density of misfit dislocations is
necessary to achieve this extensive film relaxation. It is worth
noting that both PCO and YSZ exhibit the fluorite structure,
and as such the high degree of orientation with the substrate
that is found here is expected. The RSMs for the films on YSZ
show broadening of the symmetric and asymmetric reciprocal
lattice points that are characteristic of mosaic spread and/or
misfit dislocations. For films on sapphire, Fig. 1d, the RSM
also shows evidence of only some misfit dislocations, with
broadening normal to the diffraction vector. TEM imaging
supports the XRD finding, and clearly showed that the films
deposited on YSZ had extensive defects in the form of thread-
ing dislocations propagating from the substrate to the film
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surface (see Fig. 2a–c). Diffraction contrast imaging shows
strain features, also indicating the existence of threading dis-
locations. Atomic-resolution imaging shows the dislocation
core between the dashed lines in Fig. 2b. An extra half plane
discontinuity is visible via careful comparison of the lattice
fringes above and below the dislocation core, confirming the
presence of a dislocation. Nanoscale elemental analysis of the
threading features was performed via spatially-resolved STEM
EELS following the method described in ref. 33 for grain
boundary composition analysis. Analysis of the Ce and Pr M45

core-loss EELS signals, whose relative intensity and fine struc-
ture were previously characterized for Pr0.1Ce0.9O2−δ under
various oxygen non-stoichiometry conditions,34 confirmed that
no compositional variation was present in the vicinity of the
threading features. Analysis of atomic resolution images of the
YSZ/PCO interface (e.g. Fig. 2c) indicated that the interface was
not atomically sharp, exhibiting 1–2 nm interfacial roughness.
Regions of epitaxial registry between the substrate and film
were also observed, but these were typically separated by rela-
tively disordered interfacial regions. It is believed that poor
epitaxy between the PCO and YSZ contributes to the presence
of threading dislocations in the film.

Imaging of films on sapphire (see Fig. 2d–f ) show films
with crystalline columnar grains 50–80 nm in diameter

(Fig. 2d). Atomically abrupt grain boundaries free of an inter-
granular phase were readily observed throughout the film via
atomic resolution imaging (e.g. Fig. 2e). Unlike the PCO/YSZ
interface, however, no obvious epitaxial relationship could be
observed in atomic resolution images of the PCO/sapphire
interface (e.g. Fig. 2f). Rather, an amorphous region approxi-
mately 1 nm thick was observed between PCO and sapphire.
Indeed it was possible to grow (001) and (111) PCO films on
sapphire, as well as films with mixed orientation, as men-
tioned above. The absence of any registry with the substrate is
not unexpected, given the very different crystalline structures
of sapphire and PCO.

The thickness of the PCO films deposited on sapphire and
studied for XRD were 160 nm as measured by profilometry, in
very good agreement with the TEM study (see Fig. 2d). One
PCO film, deposited on a larger sapphire substrate, as dis-
cussed in the Experimental section, was used for wafer curva-
ture measurements and had a thickness of approximately
200 nm as determined by profilometry.

Film non-stoichiometry

As mentioned in the Introduction and Experimental sections,
our group has shown that the oxygen content of thin films can
be extracted using in situ optical transmission measurements.

Fig. 1 The X-ray diffraction patterns for the two films with the diffraction vector normal to the film surfaces is shown in (a). Reciprocal space maps
of a PCO thin film on (b and c) YSZ and (d) sapphire, with peaks indicated.
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These studies found a linear relationship between non-stoi-
chiometry, measured by chemical capacitance, with the
change in optical absorption measured at the same time on
the same film, consistent with the Beer–Lambert law for
absorbing centers. In this work we compare the change in
optical absorption with a change in oxygen partial pressure for
PCO films supported on sapphire (as used in the mechanical
analysis here) to those supported on YSZ (as used in the prior

non-stoichiometry study). Fig. 3 shows that the optical absorp-
tion coefficient of the film decreases with decreasing pO2 and/
or increasing temperature, consistent with a decrease in the
Pr4+ absorbing center concentration, and thus a corresponding
increase in oxygen vacancy content, as previously demon-
strated.21 At 600 °C, both the PCO film on sapphire and YSZ
exhibit approximately the same absorption coefficient, indicat-
ing similar oxygen non-stoichiometries, though it is worth

Fig. 2 Cross-section TEM images of PCO thin films after HTXRD measurements. (a–c) Film on YSZ. (a) Vertical threading dislocations visible via
strain contrast; highlighted with arrows. (b) Atomic resolution image with highlighted region with visible threading extra half plane. (c) Atomic resolu-
tion image of PCO-YSZ interface showing partial epitaxy: continuous (111) planes extended from substrate into film. (d–f ) Film on sapphire. (d)
Columnar grains and grain boundaries (highlighted) extending through the film. (e) Atomic resolution image of grain boundary at surface of film
showing atomically abrupt boundaries. (f ) Atomic resolution image of PCO-sapphire interface showing atomic disorder at the base of a grain
boundary.
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noting that the magnitude of absorption coefficient can
depend significantly on film thickness and thickness fringes,
as discussed in a future publication.

Fig. 4 shows the non-stoichiometry derived from the change
in absorption coefficient. As described in the authors’ previous
work,17 given that absorptivity of the PCO thin film is linearly
dependent on Pr4+ color center concentration ([Pr�Ce]), changes
in [Pr�Ce] can be calculated from the measured absorption coeffi-
cient (A) directly by using a reference state of absorption coeffi-
cient (Aref ) with known [Pr�Ce], as in the following relationship.

Pr�Ce
� � ¼ A

Aref
Pr�Ce
� �

ref ð6Þ

From the charge neutrality and mass/site conservation
equations listed below, and eqn (6), the oxygen non-stoichio-
metry is derived.

Pr′Ce½ � ¼ 2 V••
O

� � ð7Þ

½Pr′Ce� þ ½Pr�Ce� ¼ ½PrCe�total ¼ 0:1½Pr0:1Ce0:9O2� ð8Þ
where [Pr0.1Ce0.9O2] represents the concentration of PCO in
#cm−3. When dealing with site fractions, the term can be
omitted.

The oxygen non-stoichiometry derived using the above
relationships and data from Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4. [Pr�Ce]ref
was calculated, from a reference point chosen at the highest
pO2, using non-stoichiometry from either the thin film defect
model (Fig. 4a) or the bulk defect model (Fig. 4b) described in
references.22,23 As observed in the figure, at temperatures less
than 700 °C, the thin film model fits the data better, while at
temperature greater than 800 °C, the bulk model fits the data
better. At approximately the temperature where the change in
best model lies (750 °C), the magnitude of stress, relative to
lower temperatures, approaches its lowest value, indicating a
potential impact of stress on the film defect formation energy
at lower temperatures, as described later. In the following
work, strain and stress measurements are made in between, or
in either of these temperature ranges. Therefore, one or both
models will be considered, where appropriate.

HTXRD measurements

Initial evaluation of the film durability during temperature
and pO2 cycling was performed by measuring a (001) oriented
film on a YSZ substrate at 750 °C cycled 5 times between pO2 =
0.20 and 10−5 atm. The film was cycled between room temp-
erature and 750 °C twice during the course of the 5 pO2 cycles.
The in-plane and out-of-plane components of the strain in the
PCO film were determined by measuring the (004) and (224)
reflections. For the in-plane lattice constant, the values before
and after cycling expectedly remained unchanged over the first
3 cycles, but the last two cycles reached strain values of
−0.013% with respect to the initial conditions. In the out-of-
plane direction, the film expansion was reproducible in the
first two cycles, but the strain irreversibly increased to 0.03%
in the third through fifth cycles. As described earlier, the films

Fig. 3 Absorption coefficient (A) for PCO thin films deposited on either
sapphire or YSZ substrates measured in situ.

Fig. 4 Oxygen non-stoichiometry derived from optical transmission measurements in Fig. 3 using a reference point based on the thin film (a) and
bulk (b) defect equilibria models. Dashed and solid lines show non-stoichiometry derived from the thin film and bulk defect equilibria models,
respectively.
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on YSZ are highly defective, with regions of poorly-ordered
substrate-film interface, which likely contribute to some
additional strain developing in the in-plane direction. As
shown later, the maximum out-of-plane chemical expansion
strain from oxidizing to reducing conditions reaches values in
excess of 0.25%, giving confidence that the films are robust
enough to allow accurate in situ XRD analysis over the course
of one or two cycles to the extremes of pO2. For the studies of
PCO films supported on sapphire, no irreversible strains were
observed over the course of the three pO2 cycles studied, giving
confidence in measurement reliability if the number of pO2

cycles at temperature is limited to 3 or fewer.
The strains measured in situ behave as expected, with

increasing temperature and decreasing pO2, increasing the
out-of-plane lattice parameter (a), as shown in Fig. 5 for both
sapphire and YSZ substrates. With increasing temperature,
films on sapphire show a consistently larger change in lattice
parameter than films on YSZ, though isothermal changes in
lattice parameter with pO2 are approximately similar. The
larger (∼20%) difference in thermal expansion mismatch
between PCO and sapphire as compared to PCO and YSZ
accounts for at least part of the difference. It is worth noting
that there was no evidence of cracking or delamination of the
films discussed here before or after the measurements (based
on optical microscopy).

Turning to a comparison of the film with bulk powder, it is
clear that the increase in lattice parameter with increasing
temperature from 650–800 °C is much greater for the film
(∼Δa = 0.026 Å on sapphire) as compared to the bulk (Δa =
0.012 Å). As discussed in more detail later, part of the differ-
ence arises from the approximate factor of two conversion
from isotropic (bulk) expansion to out-of-plane film expansion
(where the in-plane expansion is constrained by the substrate).
The film out-of-plane lattice parameter is smaller than that for
the bulk case for 750 °C and lower, indicating a tensile stress

in-plane for the film. At 800 °C, out-of-plane film strain
exceeds the isotropic bulk value, representing a flip from
tensile to compressive in-plane stress. It is worth noting that
the transition temperature is higher than the estimated growth
temperature of 725 °C, indicating that at growth, the films are
slightly tensile, though close to being free of stress and strain.

MOSS measurements

The initial curvature of the substrate without a film was
recorded prior to deposition and was found to be negligible
compared to a flat mirror. The measured curvature after depo-
sition thus provides a measure of the stresses produced during
film growth and during cooling to room temperature. These
post-deposition stresses at room temperature were ∼1–3 GPa
tensile for the studied films (with one anomalous case in com-
pression). This is evident in the initial stress in Fig. 6 for a
PCO film supported on YSZ, where heating to 750 °C in oxidiz-
ing conditions (0.13 atm O2) then leads to a stress decrease of
approximately 1.4 GPa due to the larger thermo-chemical
expansion coefficient of the film compared to the substrate.
Using elastic constants from the literature35 for ceria coupled
with our thin film defect equilibria model described else-
where,22,24 and using chemical expansion coefficient values
derived in this paper later, the predicted stress resulting from
thermo-chemical mismatch between the growth condition to
room temperature is ∼1.5 GPa in tension (for films supported
on sapphire, the stress is predicted to be ∼1.2 GPa, a lower
value due to orientation anisotropy described later in this pub-
lication). Subtracting the thermo-chemical mismatch stress
from the measured stress at room temperature indicates that
the stress created by the growth process was, for the YSZ sup-
ported film case above, ∼1.3 GPa tensile, and for other films,
typically 1 GPa or less in tension (with one case in com-
pression). This range indicates significant variation in the
initial growth stress, even for films grown on the same type of
substrate under the same deposition conditions.

Fig. 5 Isotherms of out-of-plane lattice parameter for PCO films on
sapphire and YSZ substrates measured in situ. Bulk, isotropic data points
are also shown, indicated for each temperature by color (derived from
interpolation of XRD data in ref. 26). Uncertainties are smaller than the
data points.

Fig. 6 MOSS results for PCO film on YSZ cycled at 750 °C in indicated
reducing and oxidizing atmospheres.
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After stabilization in oxidizing conditions, two reduction–
reoxidation cycles were performed on the PCO film supported
on YSZ shown in Fig. 6. Following the first cycle (to 10−3 atm
O2), it is clear that the film did not fully recover its initial
stress when it was reoxidized. During the second reduction
step (10−5 atm O2), the film stress approaches zero, but then
returns to almost the previous stress value during reoxidation.
At the end of this experiment, the change in stress during
cooling from 750 °C to room temperature is approximately
1.4 GPa, similar in magnitude to the stress change observed
during initial heating to 750 °C. However, there is now a slight
decrease in stress of the sample at room temperature. The
similarity between change in stress upon cooling and heating
indicates that the overall shift in stress at room temperature
following the experiment is due to processes that occur at elev-
ated temperature during reduction–oxidation cycles.

During reduction-oxidation cycling at elevated temperature,
the creation and removal of oxygen vacancies in the bulk struc-
ture via eqn (2) is expected to be a reversible process. In con-
trast to this, an “irreversible” net reduction in tensile stress
occurs at elevated temperature (primarily during the first
reduction-oxidation cycles). This irreversible stress relaxation
is qualitatively consistent with strain relaxations that were
observed during cycling in the HTXRD measurements of films
grown on YSZ. Although the stresses in this film are always
tensile, through thickness cracks were not observed for this
sample. Also, since the thermal mismatch stress during
heating is in the compressive direction, the magnitude of the
tensile stress during cycling was always less than the initial
state and thus through-thickness cracks are less likely to form
at high temperature. Thus the net stress relaxation observed
during redox cycling here is likely associated with kinetically
limited changes in the film structure described in the
Discussion.

For films grown on sapphire, the in situ MOSS measure-
ments during redox cycling were fully reversible. An isothermal
measurement performed at 750 °C is shown in Fig. 7a. As

expected, upon reduction, the constrained film becomes more
compressed in-plane over several hours as the film undergoes
chemical expansion. After exposure to the same initial oxidiz-
ing conditions, the film nearly fully returns to its original
stress. This reversibility demonstrates that these stresses are
caused by compositional changes. Other changes in the film
structure such as grain growth, densification, or interface reac-
tions will generally lead to irreversible stresses. The slow kine-
tics may be an indication of large levels of impurities blocking
oxygen surface exchange as previously demonstrated by our
group.36,37 Due to the slow kinetics, measurements were per-
formed at a temperature high enough to accelerate kinetics
but where large expansions still occurred (i.e., the Pr was not
fully reduced by an excessively high temperature in oxidizing
conditions). It is worth noting that the change of in-plane
stress for the film supported on sapphire (∼0.3 GPa) following
reduction (to 10−4 atm O2) is smaller than the change in stress
for the film supported on YSZ (∼0.4 GPa) during the first re-
oxidation step from a less reducing condition (10−3 atm O2),
and much less than the next reoxidation step from a more
reducing condition (∼1 GPa, 10−5 atm O2). While the afore-
mentioned relaxation may be occurring in the YSZ case,
leading to unexpected stress behavior, the larger stress
changes observed in YSZ can be related to the role of film
orientation, as described in more detail in the Discussion
section.

The change in stress (Δσ) derived from in situ time depen-
dent MOSS data (e.g. data in Fig. 7a) using eqn (5) is shown in
Fig. 7b. As expected, the stress increases compressively as pO2

is decreased. The non-linear behavior observed in this stress
response is consistent with the non-stoichiometry (δ) of the
PCO film that is induced by similar variations in the pO2

(Fig. 4a). Here as the pO2 is reduced, the rate of increase in δ

decreases, eventually leading to a plateau at δ ∼ 0.05. This indi-
cates that there is little to no additional change in δ when pO2

is decreased further (i.e. because further oxygen loss does not
occur once all the Pr4+ ions are reduced to Pr3+). The plateau

Fig. 7 MOSS results for PCO film on sapphire. The reference stress for each data set is defined as the stress at 0.1 atm O2, at the temperature of
interest (i.e., Δσ = 0 under these conditions). (a) Stress during cycling at 750 °C in the indicated reducing and oxidizing atmospheres. (b) Increase of
in-plane compressive stress of a PCO film with decreasing pO2 for the two measured temperatures.
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in the log(δ) vs. log(pO2) plot (Fig. 4a) reflects this behavior,
and leads to the corresponding non-linear behavior in Fig. 7b,
where the stress change flattens out as the pO2 approaches the
regime where the non-stoichiometry plateau occurs in Fig. 4a.

At pO2 levels below those in Fig. 7b, the same plateau in the
stress response should occur (the instrumentation employed
for the stress measurements did allow us to accurately control
the pO2 in this regime).

Relationship of stress and strain to oxygen content (δ)

The film expansion and compressive stress were shown
above to increase with decreasing pO2, corresponding to an
expected decrease in oxygen content of the film. Using oxygen
non-stoichiometry (δ) derived from the thin film model, Fig. 8
shows the approximately linear relationship of strain with δ,
expected from eqn (1). An approximate linear relationship is
also found for in-plane stress with respect to δ, shown in
Fig. 9.

For a constrained film of an isotropic material, the strain in
the out-of-plane direction (εz) and the in-plane change in
stress (Δσxy) can be modeled by the following two equations:

εz ¼ 1þ ν

1� ν

� �
αCΔδ ð9Þ

Δσxx ¼ Δσyy ¼ � E
1� ν

� �
αCΔδ ð10Þ

where, ν, αc, and E are the Poisson’s ratio, chemical expansion
coefficient, and elastic modulus. Since αc relates strain to δ

(see eqn (1)), both unitless, it is also unitless. It is worth men-
tioning that though αc is typically reported this way for simpli-
city, basing it on number of vacancies per volume, rather than
formula unit, is necessary for comparison across materials
with different crystal structures.38 The quantities preceding Δδ
in eqn (9) and (10) are equivalent to the slopes of the linear
fits in Fig. 8, and are reported in Table 1, for δ derived from
the thin film model (as shown in Fig. 8 and 9) and bulk model
(not shown). For strain, the slope does not appear to show a
significant dependence on temperature. The slope related to
stress, however, shows a much larger, 70% increase for a rela-
tively narrow temperature range. These results, converted to
chemical expansion coefficients and elastic moduli, are dis-
cussed in more detail in the next section.

Discussion

As observed from the TEM and the XRD measurements, the
PCO films grown on YSZ are highly oriented with respect to
the substrate, with misfit dislocations partially relieving the
lattice mismatch stress. On the other hand, the PCO films

Fig. 8 Out-of-plane strain plotted against the oxygen content of the
PCO film derived from the thin film defect model. Solid, dashed, and
dotted lines represent linear fits to films supported on an Al2O3 sub-
strate, a second Al2O3 substrate, and a YSZ substrate, respectively. Half-
filled symbols are for the second film on an Al2O3 substrate.

Fig. 9 Change of in-plane stress plotted against the oxygen content of
the PCO film supported on Al2O3 derived from the thin film defect
model.

Table 1 Slopes from Fig. 8 following eqn (9) and (10). The “(2)” at 750 °C represents the measurements performed on a second film. Values in par-
enthesis represent selected higher temperature strain and stress data derived using the bulk defect equilibria model

Strain [%] Stress [GPa]

Temp. (°C) 650 700 750 750 (2) 800 750 800

Slope (Al2O3 sub.) 14.128 12.764 13.526 (12.568) 14.441 (13.317) 13.819 (11.601) 20.09 (16.47) 34.76 (26.47)
Slope (YSZ sub.) — 12.655 11.137 — 13.182 — —
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grown on sapphire are polycrystalline, with presence of a dis-
ordered region at the interface between PCO and sapphire
while often exhibiting mixed orientations. The crystal struc-
tures of the YSZ and sapphire substrates are very different
from each other [i.e. the YSZ substrate has a fluorite type struc-
ture (similar to PCO) and its lattice parameter (5.139 Å) is com-
parable to that of PCO (5.411 Å), whereas sapphire has a
corundum structure]. In this context, it appears that the choice
of substrate plays an important role, at least in part, in deter-
mining the morphology of the PCO films that are deposited on
them. The highly oriented, but heavily dislocated structure of
the film on YSZ is typical of heteroepitaxial films where the
crystallographic structure matches the substrate. In contrast,
the disordered region for PCO on sapphire is often observed
when there is a poor match with the structure of the substrate.

Oxygen non-stoichiometry was found to be similar for PCO
films grown on both YSZ and sapphire, indicating that micro-
structural differences in the films supported on either sub-
strate are not significant enough to influence stoichiometry.
Based on the comparison between bulk and thin films
models, the enthalpy of reduction (see eqn (3)) is less in the
lower temperature range (650–700 °C) as compared to the
higher temperature range (750–800 °C). Simultaneously, stress
is found to become tensile below 750 °C, while at or near this
temperature, it is at a minimum, and at higher temperature it
becomes compressive (as noted by the comparison of bulk
with thin film lattice parameter in Fig. 5, where a smaller-
than-bulk out-of-plane lattice parameter indicates an in-plane
tensile stress due to the biaxial stress case described by eqn (9)
and (10)). It has been suggested and experimentally observed
that tensile stresses may reduce the defect formation energy
due in part to a driving force for the film to expand via chemi-
cal expansion and relieve the stress.39 For a drop in tempera-
ture of the film from 775 °C (bulk defect equilibria regime) to
675 °C (thin film defect equilibria regime), the in-plane tensile
stress rises by ∼140 MPa for PCO films supported on sapphire.
The difference in enthalpy of reduction between the two
models is 0.1 eV, and taking the ratio of change in enthalpy to
stress yields 0.7 meV MPa−1. Since similar defect equilibria be-
havior were observed for PCO films supported on YSZ, a
similar reduction enthalpy dependence is expected. Further
work is needed to validate this stress-reduction enthalpy
hypothesis.

Larger stress changes for a similar change in oxygen partial
pressure were observed for films supported on YSZ substrates
as compared to sapphire (compare Fig. 6 and 7a). While relax-
ations of the film on YSZ may explain part of the behavior, the
role of film orientation is also expected to play a significant
role. As reported in ref. 40, the elastic modulus of a (111)
oriented cubic structured material differs from the (001) orien-
tation by an anisotropic factor, which for many materials is far
from unity. Using the compliance values for c11, c12, and c14
summarized from both experimental and computational
results for CeO2 in ref. 35, an anisotropic factor of ∼0.46 is
obtained, leading to an approximate 40% decrease in the
biaxial modulus for the (111) orientation vs. (001). The fact

that mixed (111) and (001) orientations were observed for films
on sapphire, while only (001) was observed for films on YSZ,
provides an explanation for the larger stress change observed
in the latter case.

Besides the above anisotropic consideration, a key distinc-
tion between the different substrates are the irreversible
changes in stress and strain that were only observed with the
films on YSZ. In general, the stress magnitude at elevated
temperature was somewhat higher with YSZ (the large RT
tensile stresses were comparable in all cases, but the thermal
expansion mismatch is larger with sapphire). TEM images for
PCO on YSZ show threading dislocations that propagate from
the substrate into the film. It is well established that threading
dislocations will lead to stress relaxation in epitaxial films.41,42

Misfit dislocations at the interface of PCO on YSZ may relieve
the expected compressive stress in the film due to epitaxial
mismatch, but this is not consistent with the growth stress
estimated from Fig. 6. Here, most of the initial strains created
during film growth are tensile, an effect which is often attribu-
ted to grain boundary formation.43,44 For example, tensile
growth stresses up to several GPa have been reported in other
epitaxial films where there is a large lattice mismatch, rela-
tively low atomic mobility, and grain boundary structures due
to misorientations between epitaxial domains.45,46 It appears
that the expected compressive misfit strains are largely relaxed
during growth, based on the XRD results and the threading
dislocations observed by TEM. This dislocation mitigated
relaxation requires cation mobility at the growth temperatures,
at least in the vicinity of the dislocation cores. The relaxation
of tensile stress during redox cycling observed in Fig. 6
appears to require a different, additional type of mechanism.
It is difficult to evaluate the cause of this relaxation, but as
noted above the conventional motion of threading dislocations
to relax misfit stresses is not applicable. Under the premise
that the tensile stress is associated with grain boundary for-
mation, one possible explanation is that annealing leads to
surface diffusion followed by adatom incorporation into grain
boundaries.47 Given the complex structure of these films,
further investigation of this and other possible mechanisms is
clearly needed. Regardless of this uncertainty, the observation
that high temperature stress relaxation occurs with films on
YSZ is intriguing. The absence of this phenomena in the films
on sapphire reflects either the smaller driving force (i.e., lower
initial stress at elevated temperature), or that the defect struc-
tures that occur in the films on YSZ enable the operative relax-
ation mechanism.

Turning now to the slopes reported in Table 1, the chemical
expansion coefficient and elastic modulus can be derived
assuming a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 (commonly used for isotro-
pic solids and previously found experimentally for bulk ceria
based oxides48). The results are reported in Table 2 with the
thin film defect model used for 650–700 °C and the bulk
defect model used for 750–800 °C datasets. A decreasing trend
in αC now emerges, after factoring in the relevant defect
models. A temperature dependence for αc has been observed
for other materials,49,50 although in bulk ceria based oxides it
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is usually minimal in this temperature range.26,51 The average
αC and the standard deviation for all the temperatures is also
reported in the table. This average is very similar between the
sapphire and YSZ supported films, indicating, similar to δ, an
insignificant impact from the different substrates on αC. The
average is ∼25% less than the bulk value (0.084 (ref. 26)), indi-
cating that there is an impact on expansion coefficient from
the thin film morphology.

The elastic modulus measured at 750 °C (derived using the
αC reported for films supported on sapphire in Table 2) is
nearly identical to the value reported under similar conditions
for Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95−δ (∼170 GPa48). At higher temperature the
modulus is much greater than would be expected, and may be
attributed to a change in microstructure upon heating signifi-
cantly above the growth temperature. Interestingly, such a
large change is not observed for αC; the difference may be
related to the time required for measurements with HTXRD vs.
wafer curvature (in general longer hold times were used during
the wafer curvature measurements, up to several days in some
cases). It is worth noting that the average of these measure-
ments is similar to values reported for high temperature
nanoindentation on Pr0.2Ce0.8O2−δ thin films (150–250 GPa).52

Conclusions

Films supported on sapphire were found to exhibit similar
oxygen content to films supported on YSZ. Comparison of
oxygen content with prior film and bulk defect modeling
uncovered a trend of shifting defect formation energy from
lower values (consistent with the thin film model22,26) at 700
and 750 °C to higher values (consistent with the bulk model24)
at 800 and 850 °C. Thin film chemical expansion coefficients
are found to decrease with increasing temperature, and are
about 18% less than in the bulk solid. Stress measurements of
PCO on sapphire substrates at 750 °C revealed an elastic
modulus about 16% greater than in the bulk case for a similar
ceria based compound measured in situ,48 though similar to
prior nanoindentation studies.52 At 800 °C, the modulus was
significantly larger, and may be related to microstructural
changes induced at the higher temperature, above the growth
temperature of ∼725 °C. Wafer curvature measurements per-
formed on PCO films supported on YSZ substrates were not
reversible. On the one hand, mechanical instabilities for PCO

films supported on YSZ substrates were found using HTXRD
after multiple cycles, though initial cycles yielded meaningful
data. On the other hand, films supported on sapphire sub-
strates exhibited reproducible behavior. Stress relaxation
observed on YSZ may be associated with differences in the
grain boundary structures (as observed by TEM). However, it is
difficult to interpret these observations without more detailed
investigations of the operative mechanisms. Finally, the role of
film orientation by way of the anisotropic factor on the biaxial
modulus was used to explain, in part, the larger observed stres-
ses of films supported on YSZ as compared to sapphire
substrates.
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